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ABSTRACT

When a person dies, their loved ones may request to have their
social media accounts deleted. Profile deletion after death is
a popular preference, and resolves the “creepy” problem of
a deceased person’s content appearing unexpectedly on others’ feeds. However, profile deletion can leave other online
connections shocked and confused about the profile’s disappearance. In this position paper, I argue that post-mortem
profile deletion is a difficult experience because it is drastically different from any offline post-mortem disposal practice.
In offline life, community rituals like funerals, cremations, and
burials exist globally for communities to acknowledge a loss
and move towards a new normal together. Through the lens
of anthropological theories regarding such community rituals,
I suggest that a better deletion experience is possible for the
online communities of deceased account holders.
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INTRODUCTION

When a person with social media accounts passes away, their
loved ones are often left to make decisions about what to
do with those accounts. Pre-planning for one’s post-mortem
account management remains uncommon, and most account
holders presume that their loved ones will be able to delete
their accounts as needed. However, online profiles become
records of meaningful interactions with the deceased, and have
lead to the emergence of online memorial practices. Such
practices can make post-mortem profile deletion not just undesirable, but painful for surviving loved ones. Yet deletion
remains both the preference of the account holder, and the
legal obligation of a platform once they become aware of the
account holder’s death. The sharp difference between account
holder needs and the needs of those connected to them on
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social media indicate an opportunity to create a new user experience that honors both parties. HCI researchers and designers
should work to make deletion an experience for the living,
rather than a technical switch to be toggled.
THE CURRENT STATE OF DELETION

While most profile- and feed-based social media sites (i.e.
Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.) only offer to delete a deceased person’s
account at the request of a family member, Facebook and
Google Suite provide options for preserving one’s profile or
data [6, 10]. However, the prospect of having a perpetual
online memorial remains undesirable to many. A recent online
poll revealed that 86 percent of respondents do not want a
memorial “Tributes” section on their Facebook profile after
they die [7]. The lack of options for post-mortem profile
management, coupled with a lack of account holders who
prefer such options, means that most deceased people’s social
media profiles get deleted. It is the legal obligation of the
company to delete a person’s data when the signer of the
Terms Of Service can no longer comply with it. Deletion
also eliminates “creepy” instances of the deceased person’s
content appearing unexpectedly. Even so, deletion is a painful
experience for surviving loved ones.
What is a Profile After Death?

Research in CHI and CSCW has found that death makes everyday content meaningful. Memorial profiles on social media
can be highly valued by those who loved the deceased [5, 2].
Furthermore, memorial profiles and persistent content from
those who have passed promote healthy reminiscence [11],
and allow for the emergence of new online memorial practices
as people adapt digital spaces for remembrance [13]. People
find comfort and value in maintaining online memorials for
their deceased loved ones [4]. Each of these studies identify individual activities, but these studies contain primarily Western
perspectives on how people behave during times of loss.
Experiencing the Deletion of a Post-Mortem Profile

In light of common and meaningful experiences with postmortem profiles, it makes sense that deletion of those profiles
is often a terrible, gut-punch experience for loved ones. When
an account is deleted, the profile disappears, along with all of
the content and connections that person created throughout
their lifetime on the platform. When deletion happens unexpectedly, it can disrupt practices that other users have adopted
for important reminiscence and memorialization.

COULD DELETION BE DIFFERENT?

In HCI, the next major step in post-mortem profile management must bridge this gap between honoring the deceased’s
wishes (along with laws and TOS) and the meaning that death
brings to digital assets. I propose to address this gap from the
perspective of communal ritual experiences, and ask, What
might it look like to design deletion itself as a communal
ritual?
The existing work on grief practices in HCI do not acknowledge how bereavement and its associated activities are usually
communal. Brubaker et al claimed that SNS like Facebook
expand death socially, temporally, and spatially [4]. These
expansions disrupt the communal aspects of mourning, making the experience of loss more isolated. Perhaps improving
post-mortem profile deletion should involve re-imagining the
experience of online account deletion as something more akin
to a temporally anchored funeral, rather than a permanent
memorial.
Figure 1. Long-standing metaphors and practices surrounding death
are culturally bound and deeply meaningful. Digital culture at large has
not yet matured enough to account for such meaningful practice. We
can help it get there. Comic by Doug Savage.

A few places online detail how awful it can be when the
account of a deceased person is unexpectedly deleted [14].
Painful deletions occur across many platforms and devices,
from WhatsApp to voicemail recordings. Each story alludes
to the ways that digital artifacts meaningfully represent the
presence of a beloved person, and are thus grieved as the actual
person was [15].
Despite the philosophical implications of digital content as the
presence of a person, deletion of a deceased person’s account
does not differ technically from deleting the account for any
other reason. The systems that underlie social platforms cannot discern why an account is being deleted. Account deletion
removes any evidence of the account holder’s presence, and
does so quite abruptly. In its totality and abruptness, account
deletion is quite different from how people dispose of other
assets that had belonged to the deceased.
What We “Delete” Offline

Consider a physical analogous situation: when a person dies,
one would expect to enter their former bedroom and find it as
the person had left it. Their loved ones expect to sort through
their belongings in their own time, and decide what should be
kept, gifted, donated, or thrown out. If surviving loved ones
were to enter the deceased’s bedroom and find it empty, with
no evidence that the person had ever lived there, it would be
quite distressing.
Yet, as demonstrated in the stories cited above, this is the
type of experience that occurs when post-mortem social media
accounts are deleted. Post-mortem account deletion is sudden,
all-encompassing, and unceremonious, and in being so, is
disrespectful to the living who loved that person.
See Figure 1.

Accounting for Emerging Memorial Practices

Memorial practices are emerging across all social media platforms. Several studies detail these practices [1], but note how
they provide a only a semblance of community and are easily disrupted [9]. Even so, online memorial practices have
been found to promote the well-being of people who experience them [11]. Yet beyond Facebook’s memorialization and
Legacy Contact [2], SNS have not directly designed for the
meaningful memorial practices of surviving loved ones. By
considering the social significance of online memorial practices at a community level, this approach takes “thanatosensitivity” [12] one step further: product designers who consider
user death must also consider the communal practices that will
emerge from other users’ continuing bonds with the deceased
in the form of emerging grief rituals on their platforms.
DATA AS ART, DATA AS DIVIDUAL

A communal ritual approach to post-mortem profile deletion
combines traditional anthropological theories and perspectives
(i.e. [17]) with user experience research and design for the
purpose of ritualizing the deletion of social media profiles. By
considering online memorial practices at the level of communities, SNS designers may see a wealth of opportunities to create
honoring, beautiful experiences for grieving communities on
their platforms.
The earlier analogy compared one’s social media profile to
their bedroom. This is an imperfect comparison, as any digital/physical illustration is. The core of that comparison is that
the difficulties surrounding deletion-after-death stem from perceptions and experiences of personhood [3] and of ownership
[8]. Building on these two concepts, we might also consider
data as art, and data as dividual.
When an artist dies, their work does not also disappear. Some
artifacts are meant to remain beyond the lifetime of the person they belonged to. In considering profile data as art, one
ritual solution could be selective profile deletion. After a SNS
user’s death, their loved ones would have access to a UI that
would allow them to sort through that account’s digital artifacts together. This act of accounting for meaning in artifacts

could constitute a healing, communal ritual. In some ways,
Facebook’s Legacy Contact enables selective deletion: private content like messages are locked down, but friend-facing
content remains and enables memorial practices.
Metaphors of “ownership” are responsible for much of the
legal and policy obligations related to post-mortem profile
deletion. Ownership makes sense for data that could, for example, be used for identity fraud (credit card numbers, address,
or birthdates). It is important to separate such data from digital
assets that hold emotional significance.
Alternatively, some digital assets can be seen as having multiple “owners”: to whom does a group photo or lengthy text
conversation belong? This type of data could be considered
“dividual.” A dividual concept of self stands in contrast with
“individual,” and argues that self-hood can be divided among
people—that a person is only who they are in relationship to
others [16]. For dividual data, ownership could be transferred
or dispersed among appropriate parties in the same way that
a person’s physical belongings might be gifted to loved ones
upon their passing.
WORKING TOWARDS COMMUNAL RITUAL DELETION

With these concepts in mind, the future of post-mortem profile
deletion should move forward with the following questions:
• What would it look like to normalize “data burials”?
• What could be the digital equivalent of cremation?
• Beyond livestreaming funerals, what communal activities
could constitute a “celebration of online life”?
CONCLUSION

Though deleting one’s social media profiles after death initially makes sense to most account holders, those who have
experienced the deletion of a loved one’s profile think differently. It will be an important step forward in the maturity
of the digital human experience to create options for users
that adequately honors what online presence is. I imagine a
future in which post-mortem profile deletion honors the social
value of a person’s online presence, and offers that person’s
community the thing that all human communities have needed
for death: a common experience that acknowledges the loss
and moves everyone into a new normal together.
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